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TRADE  SHOCKS,  LABOUR  MARKETS  AND  MIGRATION  IN  

THE  FIRST  GLOBALISATION  

∗

Richard Br ̈auer and Felix Kersting 

This paper studies the economic and political effects of a large trade shock in agriculture—the grain invasion 
from the Americas—in Prussia during the first globalisation (1870–913). We show that this shock led to a 
decline in the employment rate and o v erall income. Ho we ver, we do not observe declining per capita income 
and political polarisation, which we explain by a strong migration response. Our results suggest that the 
ne gativ e and persistent effects of trade shocks we see today are not a universal feature of globalisation, 
but depend on labour mobility. For our analysis, we digitise data from Prussian industrial and agricultural 
censuses on the county level and combine them with national trade data at the product level. We exploit the 
cross-regional variation in cultivated crops within Prussia and instrument with Italian and United States trade 
data to isolate exogenous variation. 
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lobalisation shocks belong to the fundamental drivers of structural change. Blanchard and Katz
 1992 ) showed that local labour markets successfully funnel w ork ers to unaffected regions in
esponse to adverse economic shocks. Thus, when Autor et al. ( 2013 ; 2020 ) demonstrated that
lobalisation shocks after 2000 created persistent economic decline and political polarisation as
ell as long-lasting income losses for w ork ers, it raised the question of how local economies

eact to structural change fostered by globalisation in other contexts: can we generalise these
luggish adjustments to other globalisation periods? 

We address this question by studying labour market adjustment during the first globalisation
rom 1870 to 1913 in Prussia. During this time, a wave of agricultural imports from regions newly
onnected to the world market swept into Germany, the so-called ‘grain invasion’ (O’Rourke,
997 ). To analyse the economic and political effects of this shock, we apply the approach by Autor
t al. ( 2013 ) to the Prussian counties within Germany. We find that globalisation also caused
egional decline: a one-SD increase in the trade shock causes a decrease in the employment rate
f 2.1% o v er 15 years. Ho we ver, instead of absorbing the losses, w ork ers migrated to booming
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ities in Germany: the same SD shock causes a population loss through migration of 1.5%.
ontrary to Autor et al. ( 2013 ), we do not observe strong and persistent knock-on effects on

he whole region beyond the w ork ers immediately affected. We also do not find evidence for
he strong political polarisation effects documented for contemporary shocks. To understand the
ifferent results, we adopt an economic geography estimator by Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ). We
how that cities experienced substantial immigration if they had previously received migration
rom counties affected by the trade shock. In addition, we provide evidence that affected counties
tart to specialise more in livestock farming, a sector less prone to international competition. We
hus conclude that labour mobility and local adjustments can neutralise the ne gativ e economic
ffects of the regional decline caused by globalisation shocks. 

As an exogenous shock, we leverage the grain invasion (O’Rourke, 1997 ): cheap grain from the
mericas flooded the European market. Starting from almost zero grain imports from the United
tates and Argentina in the 1880s, the annual German import volume dramatically rose to more

han 400 million marks by 1913. This shock was roughly half as strong as the contemporary China
hock to the United States. 1 We relate this growing trade exposure with Prussia’s agricultural
ensus containing the culti v ation areas for various crops within each county using a shift-
hare approach. For causal identification, we use three different instrumental variables (IVs)
o instrument the competitive gains of the United States and Argentina—by far the biggest
mport sources—in the German market: first, we use the competitive gains of those countries
n Italy, second, we use US exports to independent Asian and African countries and, third, we
se the decline in US agricultural prices. This way, we can isolate the supply shock undoubtedly
appening in the Americas—through rail w ays and the steamboat connecting large areas of land
o the global market at low costs—from developments in Germany that might pull grain imports
nto Germany. Italy works well as a comparison market, as it is another newly formed, rapidly
ndustrialising country without strong institutional ties to Germany. Independent Asian and
frican countries like Japan and China—though less comparable to Germany—had even fewer

uch ties to Germany and are thus useful to create another exogenous instrument. The same logic
pplies to the decline in US prices for agricultural products. The results of the three approaches all
oint in the same direction with similar magnitudes and highly significant coefficients throughout.

Our results contrast with the findings in the present and require further inquiry. We combine an
conomic geography model by Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ) with the trade shock identification
f Autor et al. ( 2013 ). We find that not only do more w ork ers emigrate from hard-hit counties,
ut also that the cities these counties were connected to before the trade shock also experience
elatively more immigration. In these immigrant-receiving cities, we do not find significant
ecreases in the employment share, i.e., no indication of issues with integrating displaced w ork ers
nto the urban labour markets. We also study the adjustment process within the rural counties
ffected by the trade shock. We find small changes in crop composition and a slight shift in
he economic structure towards services. Based on several harvest and livestock censuses we
ho w that af fected counties tend to specialise more in livestock farming, a sector less prone to
nternational competition. Overall, while local counties seem to adjust somewhat, the majority
f macroeconomic adjustment comes through reallocating labour to urban counties. Our analysis
ndicates that ‘the effect of trade shocks’ differs with the economy in question. 
© The Author(s) 2023. 

1 The most affected quintile of US counties experienced imports per w ork er between 10% and 33% of an average 
 ork er w age ($42.000 in 2000). The most affected quintile of Prussian counties was affected by imports per w ork er of 
etween 5% and 19% of an average w ork er w age of 635 marks in 1895 (Desai, 1968 ). 
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To further validate our identification strategy, we have to ensure that we measure the differential
ffect of the trade shock and not o v erall structural change. It is important to stress that we exploit
ariation within the agricultural sector, not between rising industrial towns and declining rural
istricts. As with every shift-share approach, exogeneity of either the shifts (in our case technology
hock in the Americas) or the shares (in our case local crop shares) is sufficient for identification
Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. , 2020 ; Borusyak et al. , 2022 ). We capture the exogenous technology
hock in the Americas with our three instrumental variables and show that the results are highly
table throughout. We also follow Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. ( 2020 ) to collect evidence for the
xogeneity of our shares. Though our identification hinges on the exogeneity of one crop (wheat),
e confirm that counties with worsening growth performance have higher shares of the most

ffected crops. Moreo v er, our results pass a test for pre-trends, i.e., certain crops were not already
orrelated with economic growth before the trade shock. Also, we incorporate the calculation of
Es as suggested by Adao et al. ( 2019 ) to account for a potential correlation in the error term
cross counties with similar shares. 

Our paper speaks and contributes to two strands of literature. First, our study adds to the
iterature in economic history on the first globalisation. 2 While Pascali ( 2017 , p. 2848) concluded
hat the first globalisation ‘was highly detrimental in countries characterised by a per capita GDP
elow the top twenty-fifth percentile in 1850, while it had a very limited negative impact on
he economic performance of rich countries’, we explore the local consequences within one
rich) country. We thus contribute to the debate on the economic and political effects of the first
lobalisation among economic historians. Closely related to our paper, Heblich et al. ( 2020 )
emonstrated a strong migration response after the repeal of the Corn Laws in the UK. Suesse
nd Wolf ( 2020 ) showed that farmers in the eastern part of Prussia adjusted to the effects of the
rst globalisation by establishing credit cooperatives and switching to animal husbandry. Our
ndings are in line with both papers. Gomellini et al. ( 2022 ) provided evidence that growing trade
xposure fostered the North-South gap in Italy. In addition, our results fit the long-term predictions
f trade models for the first globalisation (O’Rourke, 1997 ; O’Rourke and Williamson, 1999 ). 3

ur result of a strong migration response validates the assumption on labour mobility typically
sed in these models. When it comes to the political responses, an influential literature has argued
hat trade shocks increased demand for protectionism (Gourevitch, 1977 ; Rogowski, 1987 ; Irwin,
989 ; Lehmann, 2010 ). In contrast, Scheve and Serlin ( 2023 ) explored a different mechanism
nd showed that rising import competition from Germany led to more support for the Liberal
arty and welfare state reforms in the UK during this period. Moreo v er, recent studies explore

he role of industrialisation for political preferences during this period. In the case of Russia,
asta ̃  neda Dower and Markevich ( 2022 ) showed that industrialisation led to more support for the
olsheviks. In contrast, our results for Prussia indicate no political radicalisation as a response to

apid economic change driven by the first globalisation arguably due to the adjustment process. 
Second, our paper contributes to the literature on the effect of contemporary trade shocks by

ighlighting the importance of the migration response. 4 Faber et al. ( 2019 ) and Greenland et al.
 2019 ) studied w ork ers’ migration responses after the China shock: the analysis of Greenland
The Author(s) 2023. 

2 On the first globalisation, see the classic book by O’Rourke and Williamson ( 1999 ); for a recent synthesis, see 
’Rourke ( 2019 ). 
3 Comparing our findings with the effect of declining grain prices in two-sector models used in O’Rourke ( 1997 ), our 

ffects on labour income suggest that the ne gativ e effect on income due to migration in cities (by an increase in labour 
upply) equals the positive effect on real wages due to declining prices for agricultural products. 

4 See, for the labour market effects, among others, Autor et al. ( 2013 ) and Dauth et al. ( 2014 ). For political effects, 
ee Colantone and Stanig ( 2018 ), Autor et al. ( 2020 ) and Dippel et al. ( 2022 ). For welfare analysis, see Caliendo et al. 
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t al. ( 2019 ) provided evidence for a migration response, while Faber et al. ( 2019 ) did not
nd this result. We add a new approach of estimating the migration response by combining

he ideas of Autor et al. ( 2013 ) and Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ). Since Imperial Germany was
ndustrialising at the time, our findings also speak to Dix-Carneiro and Kovak ( 2017 ) on Brazil
nd Erten and Leight ( 2019 ) on China. Imperial Germany managed to use trade integration to
ccelerate structural change like China. Similar to Dix-Carneiro and Kovak ( 2017 ), we argue that
abour mobility is key to benefiting from globalisation during industrialisation. 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 describes the first globalisation in Germany
nd our way to measure it. Section 2 introduces our estimation strategy and presents our main
ndings. Section 3 analyses the adjustment process within the affected counties and within
russia. Section 4 concludes. 

. Measuring the First Globalisation, Labour Markets and Politics in 

Nineteenth-Century Germany 

.1. Germany’s Experience of the First Globalisation 

ne major aspect of the first globalisation was the integration of the Americas into the world
conomy. The Americas could enter the world markets forcefully because of the rapid expansion
f agriculture, railroads and people into the interior of North and South America. 5 In addition,
echnology impro v ements in the field of transportation, especially steamships, reduced trade
osts between the Americas and Europe (O’Rourke and Williamson, 1999 , ch.3; Pascali, 2017 ).
oth developments led to falling transport costs that especially mattered for the trade of rather
heap goods like grains. 

Figure 1 shows the resulting development of agricultural imports into Germany. From 1883
ntil 1895, the level of imports was slowly increasing, but from 1895 onwards, imports were
ccelerating rapidly, reaching their peak in 1901, a year of crop failures in Germany. This shift
ed to an increase in the share of agricultural imports from the Americas to almost 20 percentage
oints. We split this time into two periods: the first between the census years of 1882 and 1895,
he second starting with the 1895 census and ending with the outbreak of W orld W ar I. We
ometimes have to deviate slightly from this periodisation, because not all variables are available
t exactly these period start and end dates. The periodisation is in line with the historical literature
Torp, 2005 , p. 74). During the second time period, the United States became the most important
mport country for the German economy and Argentina was ranked seventh in this statistic as
f 1913 (Torp, 2005 , p. 83). The increase in agricultural imports was primarily driven by wheat,
odder and oil plants—in contrast, for instance, to the relatively unchanged trade balance for rye
 Appendix Figure 2 ). These imports also mattered relative to the local production. Imports of
rain amounted to 10% of the local production in 1880; this share increased to more than 50%
n 1910 (Torp, 2005 , p. 87). Another important source of new grain imports was Russia, which
e discuss in detail later in this section and in Section 2.3 containing several robustness checks
f our empirical strategy. 
© The Author(s) 2023. 

 2019 ). Michaels et al. ( 2012 ), Bustos et al. ( 2016 ), Fajgelbaum and Redding ( 2022 ) and Nagy ( 2022 ) look at structural 
ransformation in general. 

5 The length of the railroad network in Argentina increased more than ten-fold between 1880 and 1910 (from 2.313 
o 27.713 km); in the United States, the length was doubled (from 150.091 to 386.714 km; Torp, 2005 , p. 33). On the 
conomic integration in this period within the United States, see Donaldson and Hornbeck ( 2016 ) as well as Costinot 
nd Donaldson ( 2016 ), and within Argentina, see Fajgelbaum and Redding ( 2022 ). 
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Fig. 1. German Agricultural Trade with the United States and Argentina. 
Notes: The figure shows the development of trade (in million marks) with agricultural products between 

Germany and the United States and Argentina. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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During this period, the German economy integrated with world markets. While Germany
ad a ne gativ e balance of trade in total, economic integration had different consequences for
he industrial and agricultural sectors. In 1882, 43% of the active workforce still worked in
griculture and 34% in industry. Twenty-five years later, the share in agriculture dropped by 8
ercentage points and the share of industry increased by 6 percentage points. The balance of
rade became more and more ne gativ e for food and live animals (Standard International Trade
lassification (SITC) section 0) and crude materials (SITC section 2), while manufacturing,
specially machinery (SITC section 7), exported more and more (Hungerland and Wolf, 2022 ). 

The economic pressure of world agricultural markets led to fierce debates on trade policies
n Imperial Germany. They played a major role in German politics, also because tariff revenue
as crucial for the budget of the newly created federal go v ernment, and all tariff changes had

o pass the German parliament (Lehmann, 2010 , p. 153). Notably, the conserv ati ves advocated
he protection of the German economy from world markets. 6 The so-called ‘alliance of rye and
ron’ became a powerful interest group pushing for the protection of agricultural and certain
ndustrial sectors through tariffs (Torp, 2010 ). Starting in the late 1870s, Germany introduced
v erage lev els of protectionism compared to other European countries of the time (Hungerland
nd Lampe, 2021 ). The level of protectionism remained roughly constant o v er the period we
nalyse. Chancellor Caprivi partially changed the trade policy in the early 1890s. This shift was
ue to the necessity to renegotiate trade agreements after several central agreements from France
xpired, which stood at the core of the European trade architecture. Overall, Caprivi managed to
ecure the status quo (Torp, 2005 , p. 182ff.). 

Bilateral tariffs with Russia and the Americas are of special interest for our analysis as potential
onfounding aspects of the first globalisation. Based on new data on bilateral tariffs published in
fficial German statistics and provided by Geschonke ( 2022 ), we do not observe changing levels
f protectionism for agricultural products from the Americas between the 1890s and 1907. What
s more, there was only a late increase in the bilateral tariffs between Germany and Russia—the
ther most important trade partner for agricultural products— for wheat and even a decline for
The Author(s) 2023. 

6 We describe the position of each party in more detail in Section 1.3 . 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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Fig. 2. Wheat and Rye Tariffs. 
Notes: The figure shows the tariff per unit in marks for (a) wheat and (b) rye. 

Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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ye (Figure 2 ). Note, ho we ver, that rye trade only played a very minor role. 7 Major changes
hroughout would have been worrisome because then the increase in imports from the Americas
ould be due to a composition effect in the trade structure. 

.2. Measuring Trade Exposure 

e determine how hard any specific rural county was hit following Autor et al. ( 2013 ): we
easure the share of national demand satisfied by foreign imports for all farmers in a county.
ince there were no internal tariffs or other market barriers, we assume that all producers are
elling to a national market for each crop, and thus face similar pressure, whether or not goods
re actually imported to their specific county. Goods for which high transport costs inhibit a
ational market (e.g., fresh v e getables) are also not imported in meaningful quantities. Thus, our
easure for each county i in year t is 

� Agricultur alTr adeExposure Americas 
i ; t = 

( ∑ 

s 

� NetImp s ; t 
Area i ; s ; initial 

Area s ; initial 

)
1 

Emp i ; initial 
. 

he term NetImp s ; t denotes the change in net imports of crop s. We distribute this change in
et imports by the initial (i.e., 1882) share of land used for crop s in county i ( Area i ; s ; initial )
elative to the land used to produce this good in Prussia ( Area s ; initial ). This gives us a measure
f the competitive pressure on producers of this good in a county. We divide this sum by the
umber of w ork ers at the start of the first period in 1882 and sum o v er all crops s. This yields the
v erage e xposure of the w ork ers within a given county, whether or not they work in agriculture,
 measure comparable to that used in contemporary studies. This is done because the y variables
employment, migration, income and political outcomes) are also at the level of the whole county,
ot only its agricultural population. 
© The Author(s) 2023. 

7 The o v erall pattern we observ e is in line with the recent literature that stands in contrast to some older research 
n this topic. Torp ( 2005 , p.183, own translation) wrote: ‘What was achieved, however, was largely securing the status 
uo with regard to the trading partners. [...] For this reason, the question repeatedly raised in historical research as to 
hether the Caprivian trade agreements would have given a boost to German exports and brought additional growth to 

he economy as a whole—both of which would require a significant change from the previous state of affairs—is already 
rongly posed at the outset.’ 

023
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This measure captures the change in the level of trade exposure (relative to the start of the
eriod) as an approximation of the market share foreign products have in German agricultural
roduction. That is, if a county faces a change of net imports of 100 marks per worker per year
compared to an average wage of 635 marks in 1895 based on Desai, 1968 ), we use this as
 measure of how much additional domestic demand is fulfilled by foreign w ork ers. Series of
gricultural trade have a higher variance than the manufacturing series used today (see Figure 1 ).
o exclude the possibility of random crop failures driving our results, we take the average of all
hanges in trade pressure a county experienced throughout our observational periods, instead of
ust taking the difference between the first and last values. 

Figure 3 (a) shows the counties and their relativ e av erage trade e xposure for the second period
rom 1895 to 1910. Darker constituencies were more ne gativ ely affected. The variation is very
lausible: the eastern part of Prussia is ne gativ ely affected by trade shocks. Crucial for our iden-
ification, there is a considerable difference between the trade shock and the share of agricultural
mployment shown in Figure 3 (b). These differences reflect the different crops cultivated in the
ounties. Note, for instance, that in the northeastern part of Prussia most counties had a very
igh share of agricultural employment, while the average trade shocks differ substantially. Our
dentifying variation relies on this within-region variation as we use province fixed effects and
ontrol for the share of agricultural employment. 

To perform this analysis, we link two disjunct subsets of data: country-industry-level trade
ata and county-level census data. Their different units of analysis require harmonisation. The
erman trade data compiled by Hungerland and Wolf ( 2022 ) contain trade flows in and out of
ermany on the SITC four-digit level for every year between 1880 and 1913. 8 We match the

rade data to the agricultural censuses provided by the Prussian statistics. These censuses include
nformation on culti v ation areas for 47 different crops on a county level. Thereby, we capture on
verage for each county 99.8% of the agricultural area. In contrast to the occupation censuses,
hich only give information on the number of w ork ers in agriculture in general, the agricultural

ensuses provide us with county-level variation within the agricultural sector. The culti v ation
reas remain relatively unchanged over time. Still, following the literature, we use the initial
hares to calculate the trade shock. 

To link the trade data with the agricultural censuses, we manually build conversion tables
etween different crops and SITC categories. This procedure leads to 14 harmonised crop cat-
gories matched with SITC categories. 9 Based on our conversion table, we capture 94% of all
gricultural imports from the Americas. We construct our trade shocks using the net imports of
arious crops from the United States and Argentina, the tw o f astest-growing economies in the
mericas and major agricultural exporters. They are also the main German trade partners in the
mericas. 

.3. Other Key Variables 

n this section, we introduce other key variables. First, we describe our dependent variables:
et migration, employment, income, political consequences and agricultural intensification. 10 
The Author(s) 2023. 

8 See Hungerland and Altmeppen ( 2021 ) for an in-depth exploration of the SITC in this context. 
9 See Online Appendix Table C1 for an o v ervie w of ho w we harmonise and group the culti v ation areas, Online 

ppendix Table C2 on the conversion between crop type and SITC codes, and Online Appendix Table C3 for the 
mports by crop type. 

10 Descriptive statistics are provided in Online Appendix Table B1 and Figure B4 . A detailed list of all sources is 
rovided in Online Appendix A . 
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Fig. 3. Agricultural Trade Shock and Agricultural Employment. 
Notes: Panel (a) shows the average agricultural shock between 1895 and 1910. Panel (b) shows the 

employment share in agriculture as of 1882. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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Table 1. Variable Definitions. 

Name Definition Formula 

Net migration Avg. yearly change rate in 
pop. growth due to 
migration; 1895–910 

((
1 + 

� Pop i ; t −t - 5 −
∑ x= t 

x= t - 4 ( Net - birth ix ) 

Pop i ; t−5 

)1 / 5 

− 1 

)
× 100 

Empl. share Avg. yearly change of the 
employ. rate; 1895–907 

(
Emp 1907 

Pop 1907 
− Emp 1895 

Pop 1895 

)
1 

12 
× 100 

Income Avg. annual growth rate in 
income; 1895–910 

((
Inc 1910 

Inc 1895 

)1 / 15 

− 1 

)
× 100 

Income per capita Avg. annual growth rate in 
income per capita; 
1895–910 

((
Inc 1910 / Pop 1910 

Inc 1895 / Pop 1895 

)1 / 15 

− 1 

)
× 100 

Crop shares Avg. annual change in crop 
share; 1894–901 

(
Area Crop 

1901 

Area 1901 
− Area Crop 

1894 

Area 1894 

)
1 

7 
× 100 

Sector share Avg. annual change in sector 
share (agriculture, 
industries, services); 
1895–907 

(
Emp Sector 

1907 

Pop 1907 
− Emp Sector 

1895 

Pop 1895 

)
1 

12 
× 100 

Agric. 
intensification 
(value) 

Avg. yearly growth rate of 
agricultural value; 
1895–909 

((∑ 

Harvest crop 
1909 × Price crop 

1909 ∑ 

Harvest crop 
1895 × Price crop 

1895 

)1 / 12 

− 1 

)
× 100 

Agric. 
intensification 
(production) 

Avg. yearly growth rate of 
agricultural production; 
1895–909 

((∑ 

Harvest crop 
1909 × Price crop 

1882 ∑ 

Harvest crop 
1895 × Price crop 

1882 

)1 / 12 

− 1 

)
× 100 

Animals per 
w ork er 

Avg. yearly growth rate of the 
number of farm animals 
(cows, sheep, pigs, horses) 
per w ork er; 1892–906 

((
Animals 1906 / Agricultural emp 1907 

Animals 1892 / Agricultural emp 1895 

)1 / 14 

− 1 

)
× 100 

Political 
consequences 

Change in vote share for a 
party in national elections; 
1893–912 

( Share 1912 − Share 1893 ) × 100 

Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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econd, we also explain the way we capture migration patterns between the Prussian counties.
able 1 provides an overview over all variables discussed in this section. 
Net migration. To measure net migration, we are interested in average yearly changes, rela-

ive to the initial population. For this purpose, we decompose total population growth into its
omponents: migration and ‘natural’ population growth. We calculate the difference between the
eported ‘natural’ population growth based on births and deaths for each year and the actual pop-
lation growth between two censuses conducted ev ery fiv e years provided by Galloway ( 2007 ).
he difference captures net migration. 
Employment. We rely on the three occupational censuses conducted in 1882, 1895 and 1907

s well as the population censuses conducted every five years as our main sources. We aggregate
he occupation categories to construct a coherent panel containing the employment rate as the
hare of the working-age population counted in the population census. We then compute the
verage yearly change of the employment rate between 1895 and 1907 as our key dependent
ariable. We also compute the share of employment in agriculture, industry and services as well
s the change of these shares to study structural change. It is important to highlight that there
The Author(s) 2023. 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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ere no unemployment benefits during the time frame we study and thus there is no registry of
hose looking for work. The employment rate could fall because people lose work or because
hey voluntarily leave the labour force. 

Income. By using the rich information from Prussia’s income tax statistics and additional
ources provided in Bartels et al. ( 2023 ), we calculate yearly income and income per capita
rowth starting in 1891. 11 The income tax statistics are only available on the level of districts
a more aggregated level than counties, 37 in total in Prussia). They distinguish between labour
nd capital income taxes; we only include labour income taxes. 12 The statistics also differentiate
etween income taxes paid by tax units living in urban and rural areas. We link these data to
ensus data on the urban and rural populations on a county level. Thereby, we distribute the
ncome taxes paid by the urban population to a county based on its share of urban population
ithin one district and we do the same for the rural population. This procedure would assume that

he average income of an urban and rural tax unit is the same within one district. To circumvent
ome concerns regarding this assumption, we weight the income allocated to each county within
ne district by relative productivity. We do so by using wages of urban and rural day labourers
 Ta g el ̈ohner ) as of 1892 provided by Becker et al. ( 2014 ). Specifically, our weighting factor
onsists of the counties’ wage relative to the average district wage. In doing so, we calculate
abour income and labour income per capita. While our variable is significantly better than
ust an imputation from district averages, we expect some random measurement error in this
ependent v ariable. Ho we ver, such measurement error does not bias OLS results, much less
ur IV estimation. Nonetheless, income remains our most problematic outcome variable, also
ecause of the relatively short time series, which precludes us from observing pre-trends. 

Political consequences. To measure the political consequences of the first globalisation, we
ely on the national elections provided by Caramani ( 2004 ). Perhaps surprisingly, Germany’s
ranchise was Europe’s ‘most democratic franchise at the time’ (Sperber, 1997 , p. 1) with high
urnouts so that parliamentary election results are a good indicator for the political sentiment,
specially on trade issues. 13 

The political parties differed in their stance on trade policy: 14 the socialist, often Marxist, Social
emocrats were viewed with suspicion and fear by the establishment and represented the leftist

lternative to the status quo. Around 1900, the Social Democrats started to oppose protectionist
olicies. 15 The Protestant national liberal party supported the go v ernment on this issue at some
imes and opposed it at others. The liberal parties often advocated for free trade. The Catholic
arty had no firm stance on tariffs (being split between industrial and agricultural regions). The
onserv ati ve parties advocated for the protection of especially agricultural producers through
ariffs. To the very right, various radically nationalist, folkish and anti-Semitic parties dreamed
f a radically different society. The German Agrarian League ( Bund der Landwirte ) especially
© The Author(s) 2023. 

11 For more information on the calculation of the reference total income, see Appendix C of Bartels et al. ( 2023 ). 
12 Our results also hold when including capital income. 
13 Imperial German elections were held directly in single-member constituencies with representatives elected by a 
ajority, following the principle of ‘one man, one vote’. There were no major changes in the election law. Suffrage 

o v ered all men abo v e age 25 with the exception of people under tutelage, in bankruptcy or on poor relief. Women were 
ot allowed to vote, so our analysis is limited to the male half of the population. In contrast, the elections for the state 
f Prussia were still held with the restrictive three-class suffrage. That is the main reason why we do not include the 
lections for the state of Prussia. 

14 In Online Appendix A , we list all parties in more detail. For more details on the role of agriculture in German 
olitics during this period, see Aldenhoff-H ̈ubinger ( 2002 ). 

15 This stance on trade policy was similar in other European countries (Huberman, 2008 ). 
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trongly advocated a more isolated economy. After its foundation in 1893, the party advocated
ore protectionism and criticised the go v ernment for their lack of action. 
To analyse the political effects of the trade shock, we include all party groups described abo v e.

pecifically, we investigate the changes in vote shares for the first period co v ering the elections
n 1881 and 1893 and for the second period co v ering the elections in 1898 and 1912. 

Agricultural intensification. We observe agricultural output from the harvest census conducted
very 2–3 years in all Prussian counties, which also includes animals. We combine this infor-
ation with the acreage per crop in each county to measure agricultural intensification per crop.
o arrive at a county-level measurement, we value the recorded harvest at both current and 1882
rices and measure the change in output per acre. We also divide the number of animals per
gricultural w ork er to measure agricultural intensification. 

Migration matrix. Prussian data on citizens’ provinces of birth form the backbone of our
nalysis of migration flows and structural change through labour reallocation. These contain
he province of birth for the current population of every province every 10 years. The province
efinitions are only harmonised after 1890 and we do not observe migration or population growth
y origin province, so we refrain from computing migration numbers directly from these data.
nstead, we compute the shares of the stock of migrants from origin province O in the various
estination provinces D and infer the ‘closeness’ of the destination to the origin province from
his. This yields a pro vince-to-pro vince matrix of migration shares for every year. Surv e ying the
ifferent years, the correlation of shares o v er time is al w ays abo v e 0.9, which giv es us confidence
hat the migration patterns are stable o v er time and thus can be inferred from migrant stocks the
ay we do. We use the 1890 matrix in our analysis to a v oid any effect of the trade shock on this
atrix. 
To extend this matrix to the county level, we have some additional data available: we do not

bserve place of birth at the county level, but we observe whether people were born in either
his county, another county in the same province, in Prussia, in Germany or abroad. For each
rovince, we can thus compute the share of intra-province migrants living in each county of
he province. We can also compute the share of out-of-province born migrants that lives in each
ounty . Lastly , we can observ e county- and pro vince-lev el net migration from the population
ensus and can thus see the share of county emigrants that also leave the province (described
bo v e). 

The actual county-to-county matrix is then calculated as follows. Consider the example origin
ounty o of Memel in the Province East Prussia O (at the easternmost tip of Prussia). We know
rom the difference between county and province net migration in East Prussia the share of
ounty emigrants that leave East Prussia. We multiply this share with the share of East Prussian
igrants going to, e.g., the Province of the Rhineland D. Within this province, we know the share

f migrants from other Prussian provinces that live, e.g., in the county of Cologne d. Multiplying
hese three shares gives us a measure of what share of emigrants from Memel end up in Cologne.
or the emigrants from Memel that stay in the province of East Prussia, the computation is easier:
e can directly multiply them with the share of migrants from East Prussia in each of the counties
f East Prussia. 

Using the abo v e computation, we assume that the ratios of origin provinces within categories
re the same across counties in a province. In doing so, we follow the modern literature on
ntra-national migration, which has to accommodate the same data issues (Allen and Donaldson,
022 ). Ho we v er, we think that this is a v ery defensible assumption giv en the relativ ely fine-
The Author(s) 2023. 
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rained level of our province variable enhanced by the information on where within provinces
ifferent classes of migrants were working. 

. The Impact of the Grain Invasion 

.1. Empirical Strategy 

he identification strategy has often been used in similar exercises and we refer the reader to Autor
t al. ( 2013 ) and Dauth et al. ( 2014 ) for more details on the methodology. The intuitive idea is to
se economic or political developments in foreign countries as exogenous shocks to competition
t home. The most prominent example and original application is China’s WTO ascendency and
he resulting manufacturing exports into most developed economies. Congruently, we analyse the
upply shock from the grain invasion coming from the Americas and exploit variation in initial
gricultural specialisation in Prussia at the beginning of the rise of the Americas as an exporter
f agricultural products. 

We have detailed in Section 1 what technological factors led to the increase in grain production
n the Americas. We use this expansion to measure the effects of an import shock in Germany.
o we ver, besides the economic channels we are interested in, there might also be a direct

echnology channel: the same technological impro v ements that enabled the Americas’ grain
 xports could hav e also impro v ed the growth potential of the Prussian grain sector, e.g., v e getable
ulti v ation or husbandry. We can argue that this is not the case because the major technological
dvancements were related to transportation (rail w ays, canals, steamboats) and not directly to
griculture. These led to grain exports by connecting land previously not used intensively to
he world market. Ho we ver, such land did not exist in Prussia anymore during our period of
nalysis: the big rail w ay boom had already happened in the middle of the century, with a final
urst of activity after the foundation of the Empire in 1871, during which the e xtensiv e e xisting
etworks in the different German states were connected. 16 Thus, the technological advancements
hat enabled the productivity shock in the Americas had already been realised to a large extent
n Prussia. The foreign shock is thus not connected to the potential for additional growth within
russia. 
In our analysis, we aim to compare two different counties in Prussia with similar character-

stics, but producing slightly different agricultural products (e.g., wheat versus rye). Because
he Americas predominantly exported wheat, the wheat-producing county was hit by a size-
ble competition shock, the effect of which we can unco v er by comparing its trajectory to its
ye-producing, but otherwise similar counterpart. The validity of this strategy depends on first
solating a truly exogenous productivity boost abroad, i.e., making sure that the increase in wheat
mports is due to American developments, not German market conditions. To assure this, we
ollow the original IV strategy proposed by Autor et al. ( 2013 ). Second, it requires identifying
ounties with similar growth prospects to compare and we use control variables to achieve this. 

Following Autor et al. ( 2013 ), we isolate the exogenous component of the trade shocks, by
ooking at other countries. Ideally, we would use a group of countries with two characteristics.
irst, the countries should not be closely integrated with German agriculture. That way, they
re arguably not affected by confounding demand shocks out of Germany. Second, the countries
hould preferably be economically comparable to Germany. Finding countries that fit these
© The Author(s) 2023. 

16 Service on the ‘Ostbahn’ connecting Berlin with rural East Prussia started in 1851 and work on the final tracks was 
nished in 1867. For more details on the railroad expansion, see Hornung ( 2015 ). 
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haracteristics for the first globalisation is challenging. To assuage any exogeneity concerns, we
onstruct three different instruments. 

First, we use Italy as the comparison country. At the time, Italy was another newly formed
ndustrialising country with increasing urbanisation and a declining agricultural sector. It was
lso connected to the Americas by emigration and trade in agricultural produce. Both economies
lso imported their raw produce from the w orld mark et instead of their colonies. What is more,
taly’s industrial centres in northern Italy were connected to the world market via Genoa, while
he Prussian (and German) industrial infrastructure was geared towards the Rhine and Hamburg.
hus, there is no mechanical reason to expect a correlation in trade flows. For all these reasons,

taly seems a good proxy for the exposure in Germany. On the other hand, both countries
re geographically close and developments in Germany could concei v ably af fect Italy as well,
endering the instrument endogenous. We do not expect this to be a large problem, ho we ver,
ince imports from Germany to Italy account for on average 0.5% of Italian agricultural imports.
heir highest value at 2% of all imports is in 1912, at the very end of our sample. Hence, we
an be reasonably certain that, e.g., changes in German agricultural productivity do not affect the
talian market directly. Nonetheless, one could be concerned about political spillo v ers or effects
ediated through changing European grain prices without direct imports. 
To assuage such concerns, we construct two additional instruments. For our second instrument,

e rely on the trade relationship between the United States and a group of independent non-
uropean countries, i.e., countries with no colonial ties to Europe. The most important countries

n that group are Japan and independent China. 17 These countries have only few political and
conomic ties to Germany, alleviating any endogeneity concerns. Ho we ver, because some of
hem are in very different economic situations, their grain market might be a worse measure
f the shock the grain invasion posed to German producers, though they are still sufficiently
redictive of the German market. 

As a third way to capture exogenous and supply-driven changes in trade exposure, we use the
ecline in US agricultural prices (on the East Coast) as a measure of the pressure that the grain
nvasion e x erted on world markets. This instrument arguably also captures any effects that work
hrough the price effect alone, without any actual trade happening. Such effects are o v erlooked
y instruments that are computed from the actual flow of goods. 

To construct our first instrument, we use Italian trade data by Federico et al. ( 2011 ), from
hich we only include the growing pressure coming from the United States and Argentina,

he main global competitors for European agriculture. Trade in agricultural products between
taly and the Americas is similar to trade between Germany and the Americas (Figure 1 and
nline Appendix Figure B1 ). While there is no upward trend with lo w le vels of trade volume

n the first period (1882–95), this pattern dramatically changes in the second period (1895–910)
ith a high increase in imports from the United States and Argentina to the end of the second
eriod. 

For our second instrument, we rely on US trade data by Meissner and Xu ( 2022 ), from which
e use the exports to several countries mostly in Asia (China, Japan, Korea, Turkey, but also
iberia). The pattern in Online Appendix Figure B3 looks reassuring and similar to the German
nd Italian cases. We find lower volumes of trade for the first period and rapidly increasing
olumes for the second period. 
The Author(s) 2023. 

17 As opposed to the colonial enclaves, e.g., Macao and Hong Kong. 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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The third instrument uses price data from Allen and Unger ( 2018 ) for US East Coast states
nd cities. We take these data and link them manually with the categories in our trade data. From
hat, we can compute the value of the harvest of Prussian counties in US prices. The percentage
ifference between the county harvest in 1910 US prices and the 1895 US prices measures how
uch a county was reliant on crops for which US prices fell relatively quickly. Falling US prices

re a proxy for an increased supply for these crops of the recently connected interior of the
ountry. 

With these considerations in mind, we construct three IVs for every county i and the different
rop types s in Prussia: 

� Agricultur alTr adeExposure Americas 
i ; t = 

( ∑ 

s 

� Instrument s ; t 
Area i ; s ; initial 

Area s ; initial 

)
1 

Emp i ; initial 
. 

he term Instrument s ; t denotes the change in the respective instrument for crop s. We distribute
his change in our instruments by the initial (i.e., 1882) share of land used for crop s in county
( Area i ; s ; initial ) relative to the land used to produce this good in Prussia ( Area s ; initial ). We use

hese IVs in the following specification to instrument the changes in agricultural trade exposure
etween 1895 and 1910: 

�Y i = β0 + β1 � Agricultur alTr adeExposure Americas 
i + X i ′ β2 + εi . 

e regress the change of county-level outcome (e.g., employment, income or migration) during
hese years ( � Y i ; t ) on changes in average net exposure with additional controls for province fixed
ffects and start-of-period variables X i t , which we introduce below. 

Control variables. We employ a set of control variables. We control for the share of land
wnership in large estates provided by Galloway ( 2007 ). Historians highlight the role of land
istribution in migration decisions. More specifically, Bade ( 1980 , pp. 288–90) stated that the
istribution of land was more equal in Prussia’s western provinces and linked the unequal
istribution in the east to more emigration, especially due to the influence of landowners with
arge landholdings—the famous Junker . 18 We also control for the distance to the next large city,
hich makes it harder to emigrate. Lastly, we control for counties’ technological sophistication
ith the amount of horsepower installed in the county as of 1875 coming from Prussian statistics.
hus, any potential confounding variable would have to be something that is uncorrelated with
ny of these factors. 

Discussion of IV. The quality of our instruments depends on two conditions. First, our instru-
ent should be able to explain the change in the trade shock to a v oid a weak instrument problem,

.e., the Italian experience and the US exports to Asia and Africa should be predictive of German
arket conditions. This might not hold if, e.g., consumer demand was very different. As such,

ur instrument easily passes standard rele v ance tests. 
Second, there should be no strong direct links between the trade shock and local supply and

emand shocks. We circumvent potential concerns by using all three instruments. If, e.g., Italy
nd Germany coordinated their tariff policy, Italian trade shocks would no longer be connected
o German market conditions only through the grain invasion. Fortunately for our design, Italy
igned various contracts of recognition with the German Customs Union, though policy was not
oordinated. The majority of Italian trade went through Mediterranean ports to world markets,
ot specifically to Germany. In addition, if anything, the trends in trade policy go in opposite
© The Author(s) 2023. 

18 Note that we capture this general difference by including province fixed effects, but improve precision by including 
he variable for each county. 
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irections in Italy and Germany: while we see in some cases a decline in German tariffs for
ndustrial products during the 1890s, we observe rising tariffs for Italy (Federico and Vasta,
015 ). Ho we ver, e v en if such links e xisted, our additional instruments would be unaffected, as,
.g., prices in the United States for agricultural products were not affected by trade policy. 

Another threat to our identification is that farmers might have anticipated rising imports
nd mo v ed a w ay from contested products before the actual trade shock. This w ould bias the
esults towards zero since our measure of import competition would no longer capture the actual
ressure faced by regions. To account for this anticipation effect, we use the original distribution
f cropland as of 1883 for our shock measure. Thus, we are confident that our main results are
mpervious to anticipation effects. 

Imperial German tariff policy is an important potential confounder that these instruments
ddress well by confirming that other countries experience the same import shocks. Ho we ver,
mperial Germany’s trading partners might also change their policies, which warrants some
iscussion. In order to affect our estimation, foreign countries would have to change their trade
olicy in a way that hurts shocked counties with an affected crop like wheat more than counties
ith unaffected crops like v e getables. Since Imperial Germany imported agricultural goods

nd exported manufacturing goods, this is only possible if some industries are spread out o v er
ural counties that produce specific crops. Ho we ver, the correlations between crucial exporting
ndustries like machinery and chemistry with different crops do not differ substantially. The
trongest correlation we observe (0.13) is between our most affected crop (wheat) and the growing
hemical industry, biasing our results towards zero. While this evidence is already reassuring
or our identification, tarif f e volution for the goods of these industries could differ substantially.
o exclude this possibility by controlling for export barriers, we would need product-level tariff
ata from all major trading partners of Germany between 1895 and 1913, which does not exist.
he closest surrogate we know of is the work by Tena-Junguito et al. ( 2012 ) and Lampe ( 2020 ),
ho collected tariff data from France, Russia and the United States for 10 product groups in
anufacturing, capturing 36% of German exports in 1910. During this time, the average tariff

ose by 0.39% of the value. Most tariffs fell slightly, with the notable exception of some textiles
woollen textiles in the United States and silk textiles in Russia). Ho we v er, Imperial German y
as not a major textile exporter and thus likely unaffected. The small variance in tariff changes

nd the broad product categories do not create much county-level variance. Since the observed
orrelations between industries and crops are very low and the tariff barriers we observe are
retty stable, we conclude that our results are likely unaffected by changes in export barriers, at
east as far as one can know given the data situation. 

Crucial for our identification strategy is also the shift-share construction of the shock measure.
e structure our discussion of the implications of this construction along the lines of Goldsmith-

inkham et al. ( 2020 ) and Borusyak et al. ( 2022 ) in Section 2.3 after presenting our main results.

.2. Main Results 

able 2 shows results from estimating by OLS and IV with varying outcome variables. To
ontrol for potential endogeneity issues, we use the three different IVs introduced in Section 2.1 .
irst, we use the penetration of US and Argentinian trade into Italy as an instrument to capture

he rise in their competitiveness that is exogenous from developments in Germany (panel B).
econd, we rely on US exports to independent Asian and African countries, whose connection to
erman grain supply or politics was very weak during this time (panel C). Our third instrument
The Author(s) 2023. 
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Table 2. Effect of Trade Shock on Migration, Employment and Income. 

Migration Employment Income Income p.c. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Panel A: OLS 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .006 ∗∗∗ −0 .008 ∗∗∗ −0 .008 ∗ 0 .001 
(0 .002) (0 .002) (0 .004) (0 .001) 

Panel B: 2SLS (Italy) 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .007 ∗∗∗ −0 .010 ∗∗∗ −0 .009 ∗∗ 0 .001 
(0 .002) (0 .002) (0 .004) (0 .002) 

Adjusted SEs (Adao et al. , 2019 ) [0 .003] [0 .002] [0 .006] [0 .003] 
F -statistic excluded instrument 300 .56 300 .56 290 .51 290 .51 

Panel C: 2SLS (Asia) 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .007 ∗∗∗ −0 .012 ∗∗∗ −0 .007 0 .002 
(0 .002) (0 .002) (0 .005) (0 .002) 

F -statistic excluded instrument 277 .41 277 .41 269 .22 269 .22 

Panel D: 2SLS (US prices) 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .018 ∗∗∗ −0 .012 ∗∗∗ −0 .026 ∗∗∗ 0 .003 
(0 .004) (0 .003) (0 .006) (0 .003) 

F -statistic excluded instrument 90 .81 90 .81 90 .01 90 .01 

Panel E: 2SLS (Italy) with Russian trade 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .005 ∗∗∗ −0 .007 ∗∗∗ −0 .007 ∗∗∗ 0 .000 
(0 .002) (0 .002) (0 .003) (0 .001) 

F -statistic excluded instrument 301 .31 301 .31 287 .36 287 .36 

Mean dependent variable −0 .52 0 .63 3 .14 2 .22 
SD dependent variable 0 .88 0 .62 1 .54 0 .65 
Province FEs � � � � 

Further controls � � � � 

Observations 452 452 448 448 

Notes: Unit of observation: county. SEs, clustered at the district level, are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ p < 

0 . 01 , ∗∗ p < 0 . 05 , ∗ p < 0 . 1 . Dependent variables are average yearly population growth due to migration 
(1895–910), employment rate (1895–907), yearly county income growth and income per capita growth (1895–910). 
Controls include the share of employment in agriculture, share of land owned by large farm owners (more than 50 
hectares), horsepower per w ork er and the distance to the nearest big city. The difference in the numbers of observations 
in columns (1) and (2) in comparison to columns (3) and (4) is due to missing data for the district of Sigmaringen. In 
panel B, we calculate the SEs as suggested by Adao et al. ( 2019 ) in square brackets. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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s constructed from the decline in grain prices in the US East Coast. We use the decline in
gricultural prices as a measure of the pressure that the grain invasion e x erted on world markets
panel D). 

Gi ven that OLS suf fers from the multiple endogeneity problems discussed in Section 2.1 , we
ainly interpret the IV results. Ho we ver, it should be noted that these various biases seem to

argely cancel each other out, for the OLS result is not qualitatively different from the IV result.
e discuss the challenges to this identification, robustness checks and validation e x ercises in

ection 2.3 . 
To put the coefficient sizes into perspective, the average import shock is roughly 20 marks per
 ork er, with an SD of 14 marks per w ork er. Our dependent variables are expressed as yearly
rowth rates since they are measured at slightly different points in time. Our shock period co v ers
© The Author(s) 2023. 
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5 years o v erall so a one-SD shock will produce a percentage change of roughly 210 times the
oefficient. 

Migration. Trade shocks induced w ork ers to emigrate from an affected county in sizeable
umbers: an increase in the average trade shock by one SD corresponds to roughly 1.5% of the
opulation emigrating (Table 2 , panel B, column (1)). Overall, the average shock of 20 marks per
 ork er caused 2.1% of the rural population to emigrate out of the affected counties, not taking

nto account general equilibrium effects. Given that the average yearly net migration rate was
0.53%, one SD explains roughly 18% of the yearly migration rate. 19 The results remain basically

nchanged when relying on US exports to independent Asian and African countries as the IV
panel C, column (1)). The coefficient becomes larger when using US prices as an instrument
panel D, column (1)). With this instrument, we arguably also capture the additional effects that
S supply has on Prussia via lowering market prices for grain, not only via directly exporting

o Germany. Thus, one could argue that these larger estimates are actually more reflective of the
 v erall effect of the ‘grain invasion’. Still, to be as conservative in terms of effect size as possible,
e base our further discussion on those instruments based on actual imports. This also allows us

o stay comparable to contemporary studies. 
Employment. We regress trade pressure on the employment rate (among the working-age

opulation) as a rough inverse of the unemployment rate frequently used in modern economies.
 one-SD trade shock depresses the employment share among the working-age population by

oughly 2.1%. 20 We interpret this as rising unemployment and underemployment in the affected
ounties. Again, the results remain similar when using US exports as the IV and tend to increase
hen relying on US prices as the IV (see Table 2 , panels C and D, column (2)). 
Income . We re gress trade shocks on total income and income per capita in the county. We

nd a ne gativ e effect of the trade shock on income (Table 2 , panels A–D, column (3)), which
s quantitatively in line with the decline in w ork ers and population. Consequently, we do not
bserve a decline in income per capita (Table 2 , panels A–D, column (4)). We find a similar
attern for the other instruments. 

Political consequences. Given that we find a strong migration response and no decline in
ncome per capita, we expect no economically moti v ated shift in political polarisation. The
esults in Table 3 are in line with this reasoning: we do not find any significant effect of the trade
hock on the voting share of radical right (column (3)) or conserv ati ve parties (column (2)). We
lso find no effect of the trade shock on political mobilisation (column (7)) or the socialist left
column (1)) in Table 3 . 21 
The Author(s) 2023. 

19 As a robustness check, we include a Gini for land inequality as the control variable in Online Appendix Table B6 . 
he results only slightly change. 

20 15 years × 14 marks per w ork er × 0.01 (as estimated in panel B, column (1)). 
21 While we cannot find any evidence of a protectionist reaction after 1895, we know from the historical literature 

hat Germany and many other European countries experienced a turn towards protectionism in the 1870s. It is therefore 
ossible that shocked regions may have already shown political reactions before the period we observe, as argued by 
ehmann ( 2010 ). Ho we ver, there are at least three reasons for other interpretations. First, the 1878 election campaign 
as significantly influenced by two failed assassination attempts on the emperor and the demand for more law and order 

gainst the socialists (Sperber, 1997 , p. 173f.). Second, an important motive for the tariffs was the enlargement of the 
ederal budget, and, thus, a key domestic political issue (Torp, 2005 , p. 160f.). Third, among the 204 MPs, who early on 
dvocated more protectionist legislation, rural eastern Prussia was not overrepresented and neither was the protectionist 
onserv ati ve party (Torp, 2005 , p. 163ff.). The push for higher tariffs was instead spearheaded by catholic “Center” MPs 
n constituencies around booming cities, at least partly to limit the expansion of these urban centres (Torp, 2005 , p. 
63ff.). Another reason for their support was the interest to send a conciliatory signal to protestant state elites in order to 
nd the Kulturkampf (Torp, 2005 , p. 169). Nevertheless, we cannot rule out potential political effects due to globalisation 
hocks in the 1870s. Ho we ver, if there was or is a general pattern of globalisation shocks causing political backlash, we 
hould be observing it in our time period, too. The baseline level of protectionism would just be higher. 

 by guest on 12 O
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Table 3. Effect of the Trade Shock on Elections, 1898–1912. 

Socialist Cons. Rightwing Liberal Catholic Particular Turnout 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Shock agriculture −0 .048 −0 .049 −0 .064 0 .053 0 .196 −0 .098 −0 .039 
(in marks) (0 .068) (0 .125) (0 .096) (0 .096) (0 .161) (0 .103) (0 .045) 

Mean dep. var. 5 .34 −2 .60 −1 .89 3 .46 −4 .86 1 .31 16 .60 
SD dep. var. 6 .80 14 .41 9 .70 13 .19 11 .29 8 .25 7 .70 
F -statistic excl. inst. 288 .25 297 .62 288 .87 307 .42 281 .11 341 .59 290 .07 
Province FEs � � � � � � � 

Controls � � � � � � � 

Observations 226 226 226 226 226 226 226 

Notes: Unit of observation: constituency. SEs, clustered at the district level, are reported in parentheses. The dependent 
variables refer to the change in support for a party group between 1898 and 1912. For details on the party groups, see 
Section 1.3 and Online Appendix A . Controls include the share of employment in agriculture, share of land owned by 
large farm owners (more than 50 hectares), horsepower per w ork er, distance to the nearest big city and the initial share 
of the dependent variable. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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Summary. Overall, the Prussian counties affected most by the grain invasion show fewer signs
f economic stress than what we expected from similar estimates using contemporary data.
e hypothesise that this is because of the markedly larger migration response. We show in

ection 3 that these migrants get absorbed into the main cities of Prussia and thus contribute
o faster structural change away from agriculture, compared to contemporary settings. We also
iscuss possible reasons for this dif ference. Ho we ver, before we turn to these implications of our
stimates, we discuss challenges to our identification strategy and alternative specifications to
ddress them. 

.3. Validation of the Empirical Strategy 

n principle, Bartik-type instruments require standard identifying assumptions. Ho we ver, because
hese instruments are themselves computed as the sum of shifts (in imports) and shares (in crops),
t is harder to parse what these assumptions mean intuitively. Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. ( 2020 )
nd Borusyak et al. ( 2022 ) disentangled two different sets of identifying assumptions, each of
hich is sufficient to guarantee the exogeneity of the Bartik instrument: in our setting, these

ranslate to either the exogenous assignment of import shocks to crops or the exogeneity of the
rop shares. In the following, we discuss both, starting with the exogeneity of import shocks. 

Exo g enous assignment of shocks. In this line of reasoning, the identifying assumption is that
he transportation and producti vity de velopments described in Section 1 caused productivity
mpro v ements in the Americas, but did not affect domestic growth through other channels. The
russian agricultural sector was on a ne gativ e growth trajectory amid rapid urbanisation and in-
ustrialisation. Ho we ver, we compare crops within the agricultural sector; thus, our identification
ould be threatened if the technology shock in the United States had different effects on the
roducers of different agricultural products in Germany, other than through trade. In principal,
e see three ways in which this could have happened. The first and main concern is that the shock

aused tariffs, subsidies or other protectionist policies for parts of agriculture, whose effects we
easure together with the trade shock. The second is that unproductive or declining sectors in
ermany attracted import competition. The third is that the technologies newly utilised in the
mericas spread to Prussia and raised the productivity of Prussian crop producers directly. We
ave argued in Section 2.1 why we are confident that our different instruments, especially taken
© The Author(s) 2023. 
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ogether, address concerns one and two and why we think that the third concern is not valid.
e further strengthen these results with robustness checks reported in Online Appendix B8 .
nline Appendix Table B8 reports the o v eridentification tests for using the instruments jointly.

n this table, we also report results when weighting counties with their population. 
As a remaining concern, we study in detail the influence of Russian trade during our time

eriod. Russia offers a unique challenge to the identification insofar as it is tentatively allied
o Imperial Germany and a significant grain exporter undergoing extensive rail w ay expansion.
ecause of the potential political ties and accompanying tariff discussions, we do not include it

n the main specification. Ho we ver, despite some discussion, Imperial import tariffs for Russian
rain did not actually change much during our time frame (see Section 1 ). These are the most
mportant tariffs for our identification strategy, since they would make imports from Russia
ndogenous to the political situation in Germany. In any event, we deploy our instruments to
ontrol for the potential endogeneity of German-Russian tariffs. Importantly, grain imports from
ussia did not increase rapidly until 1910, at the very end of our sample period. Thus, we expect

hat Russian grain does not drive our results. To confirm this, we add Russia to our shocking
ountries and bundle it together with the United States and Argentina. We find only slightly
maller coefficients when adding the changing Russian trade exposure to our trade shock (both
o the German and Italian trade exposure) in panel E of Table 2 . This treatment assumes that
mports from Russia also increased because of supply conditions within Russia and that this
oses an exogenous shock to Prussian consumers. Plausibly, the same technology advances that
ade imports from the United States and Argentina feasible also w ork ed in f a v our of imports

rom agricultural lands within the Russian empire. Our results are not altered significantly by
ncluding this additional Russian shock. 

Exo g eneity of shares. The results so far suggest that the shocks were exogenously assigned to
he shares. We also present some evidence that the shares are exogenous to growth. To be more
onfident that the crop shares do not have inherent growth potential that we wrongly attribute to
rade, we compare the growth performance of agricultural regions with certain crops before and
fter the trade shock. This is intuitively similar to looking not at growth, but at its acceleration. The
dentification is thus in the second deri v ati ve. Specifically, Online Appendix Figures B5 and B6
eport the results of this e x ercise following Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. ( 2020 ): the sample is not
enerally large enough to produce significant results, but regions with a high share of wheat
xperienced both a lowered employment share and net emigration in the shock period, compared
o the 1882–95 period. Conversely, regions relying on rye and potatoes grew faster in the shock
eriod (1895–910) than before. This pattern is well explained by our trade shock, which consists
ainly of wheat, oil fruits and fodder (mostly maize) imports to Germany. 
To show the contribution of specific crops to our identification analytically, we compute

he Rotemberg weights of crops. Ho we ver, we distribute total net imports into Prussia slightly
ifferently (see Section 1.2 ) than implied by the standard Bartik-type instrument: we have no
nformation on employment per crop in each county. Ho we ver, after some rearranging, our
pproach is equi v alent to treating the change in net imports for a crop as the crop-specific shock
 g k t in the notation of Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. , 2020 ) and counties’ shares of Prussian land
evoted to a specific crop divided by county employment as the county-crop specific shares
 z l k0 in teh notation of Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. , 2020 ). We can then employ their estimator
ccordingly, ignoring the fact that the shares within each county do not add up to one, which
s not required for identification. Identification of our effects mainly rests on the import shocks
rom wheat (45%), fodder (26%) and oil seeds (11%). Together, these staple crops emphasised in
The Author(s) 2023. 
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Fig. 4. Hetero g eneity of Estimates. 
Notes: The figure shows the result of using only one crop share as the exogenous instrument at a time. 

Open dark circles denote crops with a positive Rotemberg weight in the overall regression and open light 
diamonds those with ne gativ e weights. The size of the symbols and the small numbers relate to the 

contribution of each crop to the o v erall estimate. Only important crops are named. The black line denotes 
our mainline estimate for comparison. 

Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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he literature and central to the economic intuition behind our shock thus reassuringly contribute
o more than 80% of the identification. 

To further understand the contribution of the various crops, we estimate our main regression
sing the crop share instruments one at a time and plot the resulting coefficients and F -statistics.
igure 4 reports the result from this e x ercise (equi v alent to Figure A2 in Goldsmith-Pinkham
t al. , 2020 ). Reassuringly, all coefficients with associated F -statistics larger than 10 are in line
ith our main estimate. Notably, fodder has a large weight, but also a very low F -statistic and is

he only individual estimate at odds with our main specification. It is balanced out in the mainline
egression by a group of small weight crops that also have low F -statistics, but estimated effects
arger than the baseline regression. Though IV estimates with such low F -statistics should perhaps
ot be interpreted at all, it is interesting to note that in Section 3.1 we document that affected
ounties mo v e tow ards more animals per f arm w ork er and thus demand more fodder, which
ight explain why fodder-specialised counties actually profit from the shock. These production

inkages between crops are ignored in our analysis, as is standard in this literature. 
Pr e-tr ends . Existing pre-trends could potentially threaten our results if rural counties with

ifferent crops had been on dif ferent gro wth trajectories e ven before the trade shock. Thus,
re-trends and the exogeneity of shares are closely linked. To find potential pre-trends, we test
hether county growth between 1882 and 1894 is uncorrelated to the later shock, conditional
n controls. We present the associated regression in Table 4 , similar to the validation e x ercise
erformed by Autor et al. ( 2013 ). For the preferred results based on 2SLS in columns (1) and
2) of Table 4 , we see no significant correlation between the future trade shock on past migration
hanges. We observe a similar finding for employment growth in column (2). Unfortunately, we
o not have pre-shock data for incomes, as the series starts in 1891. 

To further strengthen our empirical approach, we not only control for the level of our variables
t the beginning of our shock period, but also the growth history of the county. 22 We estimate
© The Author(s) 2023. 

22 We thank an anonymous referee for this suggestion. 
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Table 4. Controlling for Pr e-Tr ends. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Panel A: Future trade shocks and Y variables 
Effect of the trade shock on employment and migration, first period 

2SLS OLS 

Migration Employment Migration Employment 

Future shock agriculture (in marks) 0 .009 −0 .010 −0 .002 0 .000 
(0 .026) (0 .010) (0 .004) (0 .003) 

Mean dependent variable −0 .64 0 .15 −0 .64 0 .15 
SD dependent variable 0 .91 0 .32 0 .91 0 .32 
F -statistic excluded instrument 8 .53 8 .53 
Province FEs � � � � 

Controls � � � � 

Observations 452 452 452 452 

Panel B: Controlling for employment pr e-tr end 

Migration Employment Income Income p.c. 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .009 ∗∗∗ −0 .009 ∗∗∗ −0 .012 ∗∗∗ 0 .001 
(0 .002) (0 .002) (0 .004) (0 .001) 

Past employment growth (in %) 0 .102 −0 .097 −0 .153 −0 .020 
(0 .131) (0 .119) (0 .219) (0 .067) 

F -statistic excluded instrument 277 .66 277 .66 264 .29 264 .29 

Panel C: Controlling for employment and migration pr e-tr end 

Migration Employment Income Income p.c. 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .006 ∗∗∗ −0 .009 ∗∗∗ −0 .008 ∗∗ 0 .001 
(0 .002) (0 .002) (0 .004) (0 .001) 

Past employment growth (in %) 0 .301 ∗∗∗ −0 .129 0 .128 0 .017 
(0 .093) (0 .092) (0 .181) (0 .064) 

Past migration (in %) 0 .510 ∗∗∗ −0 .082 ∗ 0 .723 ∗∗∗ 0 .094 ∗∗∗
(0 .106) (0 .046) (0 .140) (0 .027) 

F -statistic excluded instrument 278 .26 278 .26 264 .71 264 .71 

Mean dependent variable −0 .52 0 .63 3 .14 2 .22 
SD dependent variable 0 .88 0 .62 1 .54 0 .65 
Province FEs � � � � 

Further controls � � � � 

Lagged further controls � � � � 

Observations 452 452 448 448 

Notes: Unit of observation: county. SEs, clustered at the district level, are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ p < 0 . 01 , 
∗∗ p < 0 . 05 , ∗ p < 0 . 1 . In panel A the dependent variables are average yearly population growth due to migration 
(1880–95) and employment rate (1882–95). In panels B and C the dependent variables are average yearly population 
growth due to migration (1895–910), employment rate (1895–907), yearly county income growth and income per capita 
growth (1895–910). Controls include the share of employment in agriculture, share of land owned by large farm owners 
(more than 50 hectares), horsepower per w ork er, distance to the nearest big city. Lagged controls include the lagged share 
of agriculture in employment. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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wo additional different specifications (Table 4 ): in both, we add lags of the share of agriculture
n employment (the only control variable for which we have a sufficient history). In panel B,
e control for lagged employment shares, in panel C, we add lagged migration rates to the

pecification. We cannot add lagged income and income per capita due to data limitations. Our
oefficients remain qualitatively unchanged, though the emigration coefficient drops slightly in
he third specification. Ef fecti vely, the results in panels B and C are no longer identified from the
hange of the dependent variables, but from the acceleration of change compared to the previous
eriod, i.e., the second deri v ati ve. 
The Author(s) 2023. 
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Inference. To account for potential correlations between regression residuals across regions
ith similar crop shares that would potentially lead to wider confidence intervals, we apply the

nference methods proposed by Adao et al. ( 2019 ). With this approach, we can calculate SEs
hat account for this potential cross-regional correlation in the regression residual. In Table 2 , we
ee that this leads to minor changes in the SEs. Still, the results for our preferred specifications
emain basically unchanged. 

. The Adjustment Process 

ur results indicate a strong migration response to the trade shock in agriculture. This suggests a
echanism through which the Imperial German economy could a v oid the ne gativ e consequences

f trade shocks that are measured in modern economies and which are notably absent in the abo v e
egression results. In this section, we detail how the trade shock accelerated structural change
oth within the affected counties (Section 3.1 ) and—through migration—beyond (Section 3.2 ). 

.1. Local Adjustment 

ithin the affected counties, we study the effects of the trade shock on sector composition and
echnological progress in the agricultural sector. We apply our approach described in Section 2
nd use different dependent variables capturing local adjustments. 

Rural counties were not notably better at switching to new sectors or crops compared to the
ndustrial centres affected by trade shocks today. To the contrary, Table 5 (panel A) shows that
ounties did not generally mo v e a way from the crops most affected by foreign competition
fodder, wheat and oil seeds). The only significant coefficient indicates a shift away from oil
eeds of 0.2% of the available land as a response to a one-SD shock. 23 We find no wheat or
odder reaction. This is likely because these rural counties are locked into their specific crops by
eather and soil conditions. This result is in line with the long strand of literature that uses the

act that locations are only suitable to some crops as an instrument. 24 

In panel B of Table 5 , we explore whether the sector composition within counties affected by
rade shocks changes. Sector composition is measured as the share of employment within each
f the major sectors. 25 There is a mo v e towards services: a one-SD increase in trade exposure
ncreases the share of the service sector by 1%. This is a sizeable effect compared with Autor et al.
 2013 ), who could not find any positive effect of the China shock on employment in non-affected
ectors. To round out the analysis of structural change within counties, we study the effect of
mports on the mode of production within agriculture. 

Columns (1) and (2) of panel C in Table 5 show the effect of imports on crop yields per acre,
alued in either current or constant prices. We use revenue at constant prices as a pseudo-quantity
easure. This rules out that the ne gativ e coefficient is driven by imports depressing the prices

or agricultural products, even though production has not changed. Evidently, the withdrawal of
armhands through emigration depresses crop yields per acre, no matter which prices are used.
© The Author(s) 2023. 

23 For the calculation, 14 marks per w ork er (one SD in trade shock) × 15 years × 0.001. 
24 F or e xample, Sokoloff and Engerman ( 2000 ) argued for the effect of soil suitability on institutions and through them 

n long-run growth. More recently, de Zwart and Soekhradj ( 2023 ) also used soil suitability to e v aluate colonial policies 
n Java, while Andersen et al. ( 2016 ) studied the economic impact of agricultural innovations in Denmark, relying on the 
ame empirical strategy. 

25 The service sector includes—following the definition of the occupation census—trade, insurance, transport, public 
mployment and accommodation. 
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Table 5. Local Adjustment. 

(1) (2) (3) 

Panel A: crops 

Wheat Fodder Oil seeds 

Shock agriculture (in marks) 0 .001 0 .000 −0 .001 ∗∗
(0 .001) (0 .002) (0 .001) 

Mean dependent variable 0 .03 0 .26 −0 .01 
SD dependent variable 0 .17 0 .44 0 .04 
Panel B: industries 

Agricuture Industry Services 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .005 ∗∗∗ 0 .001 0 .004 ∗∗∗
(0 .001) (0 .001) (0 .001) 

Mean dependent variable −0 .05 −0 .05 0 .10 
SD dependent variable 0 .33 0 .25 0 .27 
Panel C: intensification 

Revenue Revenue (1882 prices) Animals per w ork er 

Shock agriculture (in marks) −0 .029 ∗∗∗ −0 .031 ∗∗∗ 0 .030 ∗∗∗
(0 .010) (0 .009) (0 .008) 

Mean dependent variable 5 .18 3 .48 −0 .25 
SD dependent variable 2 .00 1 .97 1 .76 
Province FEs � � � 

Further controls � � � 

Observations 452 452 452 

Notes: Unit of observation: county. SEs, clustered at the district level, are reported in parentheses. ∗∗∗ p < 0 . 01 , 
∗∗ p < 0 . 05 . In panel A the dependent variables are yearly changes in the share of cultivation areas for wheat, fodder, 
and oil fruits between 1893 and 1901 (in percent). In panel B the dependent variables are yearly changes in agricultural, 
industrial and service employment as a share of working age population between 1895 and 1907 (in percent). In panel C 

the dependent variables are the change in harvest value per unit of land (in current prices), change in harvest value per 
unit of land (in 1882 prices) and change in animals per w ork er. Controls include the share of agricultural employment, 
share of land owned by large farm owners (more than 50 hectares), horsepower per w ork er and the distance to the nearest 
big city. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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o we ver, landlords in affected counties intensify agriculture by investing in more animals per
 arm w ork er. This result is in line with the findings of Suesse and Wolf ( 2020 ) on agricultural
iversification for the eastern provinces in Prussia. This change is a productivity-enhancing
nv estment, a mo v e a way from the hit sectors and a mo v e up the value chain: recall that fodder
as imported in great quantities, which the farmers are now able to use to their advantage. 
All in all, there is some limited evidence for structural change within the affected countries,

ounter to the literature on the China shock today. Ho we ver, the major channel of structural
hange is the 1.5% of the population leaving the affected counties. We discuss the effects on their
estination counties in the following subsection. 

.2. Adjustment between Regions 

n addition to structural change within counties, we look at reallocation through migration.
n Section 2.2 we already documented large migration responses to trade shocks. Ho we ver, the
uestions of where the w ork ers go are left unaddressed. To develop this argument, we presuppose
 relatively standard gravity-type migration or spatial economics model (Allen and Donaldson,
022 ) to guide our analysis. 

In such models, w ork ers are spread o v er n locations and have a different productivity in each
f these. In our setting, this could be because some counties are centres of industrialisation
The Author(s) 2023. 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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hile others contain only wheat farms struggling with competition from the Americas. Workers
hat mo v e between an y county pair incur an exogenous mobility cost θo,d , where o denotes the
rigin county and d denotes the destination. This cost represents the mo v ement costs themselves,
ut also the cost of leaving one’s social network, learning another regional dialect or language
note that the eastern provinces of Prussia like Poznan, a hard hit region, have a sizeable Polish-
peaking minority) and other such utility costs. Workers observe employment opportunities in
ll locations and then have to decide whether to move to any of them or not. 

In this setup, a trade shock will decrease labour demand in specific sectors in specific locations.
orkers can be affected by this because they are employed in the affected sector or because the

egional labour markets they are interested in become depressed because others are laid off. Some
 ork ers will find that their own labour market has worsened so much that they will leave, while
thers will find that the labour market at the destination they would have gone to has worsened and
hey no longer move. Some counties will see w ork ers leaving because of worsening conditions,
thers will see an influx of w ork ers from affected counties. In our historical application of the
rain invasion, there are rural counties that are originally affected by the shock. These are the
ounties that we investigated the same way that Autor et al. ( 2013 ) investigated the counties hit
y the China shock. Ho we ver, this leaves the question of what happens to the urban counties that
eceive a majority of these migrants. We already argued that German citizens at the time were
ore mobile than modern w ork ers. Ho we ver, this is only producti ve if the destination counties

an integrate these migrants into their labour markets. 
To study long-run population equilibria, Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ) retrieved structural

stimates for all parameters in their model. Specifically, they estimated the attractiveness of the
abour market in every county and a matrix of θo,d movement cost parameters. We approach
his problem from a slightly different perspective: we conduct a reduced-form estimation that
elies only on the migrants’ optimisation problem to estimate the partial equilibrium migration
esponse in which we are interested. 

It follows from equation (9) of Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ) that the ratio of emigrants moving
rom county o to two different destinations is determined by the attractiveness of the two
estinations and the two migration costs: 

m o; d= 1; t 

m o; d= 2; t 
= 

W d= 1 ,t / θo,d= 1 ,t 

W d= 2 ,t / θo,d= 2 ,t 
. 

ere m o; d; t is the migration from county o to county d, W d= 1 ,t is the welfare after moving
nd θo,d= 2 ,t is the iceberg-type mo v ement cost of moving from county o to county d = 2 . This
uggests a simple estimation that captures the intuition of the model without following it directly:
ne can determine the ‘closeness’ between an origin and a destination by the number of emigrants
hat take this route as a share of all emigrants from the origin. Intuitively, this corresponds to
he probability that someone will immigrate to the destination, given that he has already decided
o emigrate from the origin. This logic is independent of the finer details of which model one
ssumes, though the specific functional forms chosen in Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ) make it line
p with fundamentals particularly well. While in principle the relative attractiveness of regions
nd transportation costs can change, we observe that in our time frame, these shares and thus
he inferred closeness of counties is stable: the correlation between these migration shares at
ifferent points in time is al w ays abo v e 0.90. We are thus confident that these shares capture
tructural factors in our application. The highest shares we observe in our sample are usually
etween rural counties in Brandenburg and West Prussia and the large cities nearby, e.g., Berlin,
© The Author(s) 2023. 
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Table 6. Indirect Effects: City Outcomes. 

Migration Population Employment share Industry share 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Ind. shock agriculture 0 .010 ∗ 0 .014 ∗∗ −0 .002 0 .001 
(in marks) (0 .006) (0 .007) (0 .002) (0 .001) 
Shock agriculture (in marks) 0 .010 0 .082 0 .066 0 .018 ∗∗

(0 .043) (0 .065) (0 .042) (0 .008) 

Mean dependent variable 0 .82 2 .55 −0 .14 0 .06 
SD dependent variable 1 .15 1 .57 0 .51 0 .30 
Province FEs � � � � 

Further controls � � � � 

Observations 62 62 62 62 

Notes: Unit of observation: county. SEs, clustered at the district level, are reported in parentheses. ∗∗ p < 0 . 05 , ∗ p < 0 . 1 . 
Dependent variables: average yearly population growth due to migration (1895–910), yearly population growth (1895–
910), employment rate among the working age population (1895–907) and the share of industry jobs (1895–907) as a 
share of all employment (1895–907) (all in percent). Controls include the share of agricultural employment, share of land 
owned by large farm owners (more than 50 hectares), horsepower per w ork er and the distance to the nearest big city. 
Source: See Online Appendix A . 
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otsdam and Stettin. As is presupposed by Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ), geographical distance
xplains a large part of movement shares and does not change over time. 

Without employing any further modelling, we thus use these emigration shares in our
educed-form e x ercise to construct a ‘closeness’ matrix between all 452 counties in our data.

e then compute the indirect import shock for urban counties as the sum of all import shocks to
ural counties, weighted by the mo v ement probability between each rural origin and the different
rban destinations: 

Ind. ImportShock d,t = 

O ∑ 

0 

( ShareEmigration o; d;1890 × � Agricultur alTr adeExposure Americas 
ot ) . 

Different destinations d get assigned different indirect exposure measures because the exposure
f all rural counties (the same for every d) is weighted by the different mo v ement probabilities to
ifferent destinations. Each city faced the same set of agricultural shocks for each rural county,
ut some are more exposed than others, as evident by their higher immigration shares from
ffected counties. For example, Berlin has high indirect exposure, mainly from Prussian rural
ounties. This might be because it is close to affected counties and contains a sizeable immigrant
opulation from the area. Our data basis for this analysis is the migration probability matrix
iscussed in Section 1.3 . We take the shares from 1890, before our shock period, to a v oid any
otential of the trade shock influencing the matrix of mo v ement probabilities. 

We then estimate the effect of indirect exposure as 

�Y i = β0 + β1 Agricultur alTr adeExposure Americas 
ot + β2 Ind. ImportShock d,t + X i ′ β2 + εi , 

here X i ′ denotes the usual set of control variables and β2 is the coefficient of interest for the
ndirect trade exposure. We only estimate this equation for urban counties, i.e., counties with a
hare of agricultural w ork ers below 25%. The results are reported in Table 6 . 

The effects for the direct agricultural shock are often insignificant and economically small,
ince cities experience an average agricultural shock of only 3.9 marks per w ork er (SD of 4.6
arks per w ork er). In contrast, the indirect shocks through the counties where cities’ migrants

ome from are very large (mean of 82 marks per w ork er; SD of 185 marks per w ork er), which
eads to economically substantial effects: given the above coefficients, a one-SD shock will
The Author(s) 2023. 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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ncrease cities’ population growth by roughly 2.6% per year (roughly 47% o v er 15 years), three-
uarters of that through migration. The rest would be made up of migrants’ children, but one
hould note that the difference between population growth and immigration is not statistically
ignificant and should not be o v er-interpreted. The employment share decreases comparatively
ittle (with an insignificant coefficient) and the industry share remains constant, suggesting that
ost of the migrants have found (in many cases industrial) work in 1910. 
We also view our results as largely in line with the seminal study by Harris and Todaro ( 1970 ):

he model views migration as driven mainly by the differences between expected earning in
he city versus the countryside, same as Allen and Donaldson ( 2022 ). Ho we ver, Harris and
odaro ( 1970 ) came to different conclusions because their ‘shock’ is a change in the minimum
age in cities: this increases urban wages, but draws in additional w ork ers until unemplo yment

qualises expected earning across the two regions again. In our application, the shock makes
ural work less attractive and ‘forces’ workers into the cities. Ho we ver, capital does not seem to
e fixed. To the contrary, investment in industry was particularly high, reaching growth rates of
ore than 15% (Wehler, 2006 , p. 597). Thus, urban jobs kept pace with increased migration and

nemployment does not seem to have been a major issue. This enabled the Prussian economy
o react so well to the shock. 

.3. Comparison to Today 

he large migration response we observe constitutes a fundamental difference between the effects
f trade shocks during the first globalisation and today. In the last part of this section, we discuss
otential reasons for the different responses during the first and second waves of globalisation.
uring today’s phase of globalisation, we observ e mix ed evidence for a migration response after

he ‘China shock’ in the United States. Greenland et al. ( 2019 ) provided evidence for a migration
esponse, while Faber et al. ( 2019 ) did not find this result (similar to Autor et al. , 2013 ). In
ontrast, all of our results point to a strong migration response. 

There is a large literature explaining why today’s w ork ers hesitate to mo v e in response to
hocks, starting with the seminal work by Neal ( 1995 ): w ork ers accumulate firm-, industry- and
ccupation-specific skills, some of which they can no longer use when switching jobs. Studying
isplaced w ork ers, the literature has shown that depending on the occupation, each of these
omponents can be large (Sulli v an, 2010 ). Today, w ork ers especially f ace large adjustment costs
ue to specific human capital (Traiberman, 2019 ). Moreo v er, low-skilled w ork ers with lots of
ndustry-specific human capital are especially hurt by import shocks (Dauth et al. , 2021 ). Hence,
arge, industry-wide trade shocks make the transition to similar occupations difficult, because
hese are likely also depressed. 

In contrast, w ork ers of the first globalisation faced fewer migration barriers (O’Rourke and
illiamson, 1999 ). In addition, w ork ers had little social insurance, e.g., no unemployment

nsurance. A closer look at the migration within Prussia provided by Kaiserliches Statistisches
mt ( 1910 ) yields details on migrants’ characteristics ( Online Appendix Table B9 ): low-skilled
igrants from rural regions faced good employment prospects in urban centres and made up a

arge part of the urban population. 26 For instance, more than 30% of all w ork ers in industrialising
randenburg (including Berlin) were migrants from other provinces ( Online Appendix Table B9 ,
olumn 3). We observe similar patterns in other more industrialised provinces like Westphalia
© The Author(s) 2023. 

26 The census allows us to define low-skilled migration as factory workers, wage workers, day labourers and apprentices 
Kaiserliches Statistisches Amt, 1910 , p. 1). 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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nd the Rhineland. Comparing the skill level of locals and migrants shows that migrants were—
n average—lower skilled than locals in industrialised provinces ( Online Appendix Table B9 ,
olumns 1 and 2). 27 The jobs these immigrants took were often physically demanding and
aid comparatively low wages. Nevertheless, they gave rural w ork ers a viable alternative to the
ountryside that many of them took once trade shocks had worsened their original employment.
mportantly, these job changes occurred in a dynamic labour market with high job fluctuation, at
east by today’s standards (Brown and Neumeier, 2001 ). 

Ov erall, these descriptiv e results suggest that mo v ement frictions play a larger role in contem-
orary settings. To e xplicitly e xplore this comparison and also the role of social insurance, one
ould need indi vidual-le vel data that is unfortunately not available for our time period. 

. Conclusion 

ur paper analyses the economic and political effects of a major trade shock in the agricultural
ector during the first globalisation. We find that trade shocks led to a decline in population,
mployment rate and total income in the affected counties. However, trade shocks did not cause
he long-run losses in per capita income nor in political stability that are observed for today’s
hocks. We attribute this difference to the large effects of trade shocks on domestic migration,
hich was considerably higher in comparison to the second globalisation: instead of bearing

ncome losses, rural w ork ers from affected counties mo v ed to the booming cities, where low-
aid, low-skill employment was available for a large number of new w ork ers. 

Overall, our findings are in line with the canonical labour market analysis of Blanchard and
atz ( 1992 ). The presence of the migration response and the absence of income per capita effects

ndicate that labour markets in Prussia seem to have mitigated trade shocks quickly—similar
o US labour markets after World War II studied by Blanchard and Katz ( 1992 ) and Dao et al.
 2017 ). 

Still, our results do not mean that the welfare and distributional consequences of the trade shock
n the setting are clear. Nor can we determine exactly why the migration response of w ork ers w as
tronger during the first globalisation. It could have been due to the large number of low-skilled
obs in the cities or to the weak er welf are state. Future research should try to distinguish these
actors more precisely. Nevertheless, from an economic policy perspective, these findings show
he importance of labour market mobility as an adjustment mechanism for trade shocks, as also
ecently highlighted by Banerjee and Duflo ( 2019 , ch.3). For today’s policymakers, it therefore
eems important to better understand the migration response after economic shocks. 

alle Institute for Economic Research, Germany 
umboldt-Universit ̈at zu Berlin, Germany 

dditional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article: 

nline Appendix 

eplication Package 
The Author(s) 2023. 

27 The opposite is the case in more rural provinces with a lower share of labour migrants. 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ej/uead068#supplementary-data
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